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Components and Cards Information

There will be only 1 component used in the game which are the cards. So this section will detail the 
information on the cards and the various playing zones for the cards. Each Cards contains a creature 
and a spell, they can be used for one of both purpose. Spells are cast upside down.

Regular Cards

Creature
1. Summon Cost: Cost to use the card as a creature
2. Creature Name: Name of the creature
3. Race: Race of the creature
4. Keywords: Other keywords related to the creature type
5. Creature Type: Various type of creatures. (maybe use an icon)
60. Strength: Combat strength of the creature
7. Ability: Special ability of the creature.

Spell
8. Casting Cost: Cost to use the card as a spell
9. Spell Name: Name of the spell
10. Spell Type: Various type of spells. (Maybe use an icon)
11. Effect: Special effect of the spell

Other
12. Mana type: The amount of mana generated and the color.

Seal Cards

There is another type of card called seals. They are played differently than the other cards.

1. Name: Name of the seal
2. Cost: Cost to activate the seal for the turn.
3. Effect: Special effect applied to the whole playing field once activated. 



Zones

This is a virtual component that split the playing field into various zones to give to each card a different 
use. There are various zones available:

1. Deck (Facedown): This is the deck of cards the player will use to play the game.
2. Hand (Hidden from opponent): This is the cards currently in the player's hand.
3. Discard (Face Up): This stack contains the discarded or used cards.
4. Out of Game (Face Up- Sideways): These are the cards which are definitely removed from the game 
5. Battlefield (Face up): This area contains the monsters summoned into play.
6. Seal (Face up): This is where the seal cards are placed.
7. Power/Mana (Face up - Sideways): These cards give the income to summon and cast cards.
8. Groove (Face down - Sideways): Destroyed cards are placed in the groove for future use by seal 
cards.

Setup

Deck Construction

Before being able to play the game, each player must have or design a deck of cards with the cards he 
has. A deck must have 50 regular cards and 5 seal cards. Any card combination can be used. In a 
tournament, the 5 seal cards must be shown before shuffling.



Game Setup

The setup is pretty simple. Each player place their deck of cards on the table and draw 5 cards.

Select randomly the first player. On the first turn, the first player will not be allowed to place 2 mana 
cards.

Sequence of Play

This is the turn order of 1 player. The process is repeated for each player one after the other.

1. Refresh Phase: All creatures which are exhausted (Tapped) are refreshed.

2. Charge Mana: A player may place one of his card in his mana zone. In the player placed a dual 
color card in his mana zone, discard all other cards in hand and proceed to step 5 (battle).

3. Mana and Preparation: Players may do one of the following 3a OR 3b:

3a. Charge a 2nd Mana: The player may place a second card in his mana zone. Doing so prevent him 
to use mana for any reasons for the rest of the turn. Discard the whole hand to the discard pile.

3b. Casting Preparations: The player keep in his hand a number of cards where the sum of all the 
cards cost is <= than the available mana into play. For example, if 7 mana is in play, a player could 
keep 2 cards that each cost 4 and 3 mana to play. Spells are kept upside down in the hand and the spell 
cost is used. In order to summon/cast a card, there must be at least 1 card of the same color in the mana 
zone.

All other cards are discarded in the discard pile. If the player did not use all his mana, he can pay 1 
mana to discard a card on the top of his deck instead of the discard pile.

Most cards have a mana cost represented as a number in a circle, but some cards can have a groove 
cost, marked by a diamond. In that case, cards in the groove are removed from the game to use the 
card.

4. Casting/Summoning: The play play 1 card at a time and resolve it's effect immediately. He proceed 
this way until all cards in hand are used. Cards summoned this turn are have summoning sickness and 
cannot be used to attack this turn only. Spells are discarded after being cast. Some spell stay into play 
until the end of thr turn, while other can be attached to other cards (enchantments)

5. Battle: The player can now engage his opponent in battle. He will repeat all the following steps for 
each creature he wants to attack with. Proceed to step 6 when the player does not want to attack 
anymore.

5a: Select attacker: The player select a refreshed creature to attack with and selects a target. The target 
can either be an opposing tapped creature, or the player. The attacking creature is exhausted.

5b: Select a defender: The opponent may chose any of his refreshed creature to block the attacking 
creature. Doing so exhaust the creature.



5c1. Battle Resolution between creatures: Compare the strength of both creatures, the strongest 
creature win the battle, the losing creatures in placed in the owner's groove zone. Some passive abilities 
takes only effect during a battle.

5c2. Battle Resolution between a creature and a player: If a creature is not blocked by another 
creature, it will damage directly the player. Each 10 point of strength a creature have will destroy 1 card 
from the top of the player's deck. The destroyed cards are placed into that player's groove. The player 
does not have to reveal the cards, but he must look at the to see if it's a seal.

If a seal is drawn, it is placed face up in the seal zone. Any other leftover damage is ignored. If the 
player lack of cards in his deck, he reshuffle the discard pile into his deck. DO NOT reshuffle the out of 
the game pile. If they are both empty, destroy cards directly from the hand.

6. Draw cards: When the player finished attacking, he now draw up 5 cards and the game play 
proceeds to the next player. If the player's deck is depleted, reshuffle the discard pile into his hand. If 
both are depleted, only the cards left in hand can be used.

Other Rules

Victory: A player win if the 5th seal of his opponent have been revealed face up on the board.

Reference

Card Type

This is the list of card types for all for all non-seal cards. New types might be added as the game 
progress. There are types for the creature part and the spell part of the card. What is important to 
remember is that card type will change the way the card is played.

Creature: A basic creature.
Creature - Evolution: An another example of  creature type that might get renamed

Spell: A basic spell that has a immediate effect and then discarded.
Spell - Enchantment: A spell attached to a creature to increase it's capabilities.
Spell - ?Blessing?: A spell that is active until the end of the turn
Spell - ???: A spell that is active until the beginning of your next turn.

Trigger Type

This is the various ways a special ability can be triggered.Each trigger type will have an icons of it's 
own for easier readability:

When Summoned: When the creature is placed in the battle zone.
When Destroyed: When a creature is destroyed from the battle zone.
When Attacking: When the creature is attacking.
When Tapped: When the creature is only tapped for it's ability.
When After cast: After a spell is cast (like charger ability).



When Alone?: If the creature is alone in the battlefield.
When Other?: When there are other creatures of certain condition in the battle field
At the end of turn: When the turn is over, trigger the ability.

Note: Not all the trigger above might be used.

Golden Rules

What you pay is what you get: A card should not be powered up or powered down according to it's 
color, or any other reason that does not influence the card's capabilities.

A card stay in the player's zone: A player's cards may never leave his playing zone. So it will always 
be impossible to move one of your card in an opponent zone or attach a card to an opponent card.

A player can only play cards during his turn: New cards can only be placed into play when it's the 
player's turn. A player can never Cast/Summon a card in an opponent's turn.

Random Notes

Seal placed like shields: I am juggling the idea to place seals like shield in the duel master games, 
because it could allow some other mechanics like enchanting shield, and destroying them if the shield 
is destroyed (it also looks more elegant). But that would bring back the lack of variability and 
predictable ending. So maybe there could be another way to trigger them. Maybe when the groove is 
full, a shield is broken? Not sure yet, I might come with a brilliant idea.

The only problem with the new seal system is that you could reach the end of the game in a situation 
where players have no cards in their deck and almost no cards in hand. Maybe shields, could have a 
mystery strength. Else it beignd back the problem of strength being less useful. We will see with 
gameplay.

Groove Casting: Another idea is that cards that would require groove would have the capability of 
only be used during your opponents turn. They will be trap or the equivalent of shield prigger creature 
than can be used on demand by paying the groove cost. Maybe 1 card pur turn is placed face down 
straight in the groove zone that could later be used. Maybe groove casting requires a special condition 
to be cast. (When you lose a creature, when your opponent attacks, cast a spell, etc). 

Finally, I am not sure if the cost must be paid when placing the card used or after being revealed. The 
only drawback is that the player could cheat the cost or could be predictable since his opponent knows 
the cost. An idea is to place the groove cards under the placed card to verify the cost when used later.

Considering some cards or abilities will allow players to dig cards in the groove, the cards must be used 
in the order their are stacked (First in last out).

Temporary Spell Locations: Some spells will stay in play until the end of the turn or even the end of 
the next turn. So they need to have a zone where they could be played. Probably the Seal/Shield Zone 
will be the place where they can be placed. So the zone might get renamed.


